
CLOSE PERMIAN 
LAND DEALS FASTER.
Learn how an E&P company partnered with Drillinginfo to accelerate  

their land acquisition strategy and conduct title research in a fraction of 

the time.

Case Study



The Challenge 

How do I stay ahead of the competition  
in locating open acreage while  
reducing costs and using resources  
more efficiently?

The Solutions

Using the Drillinginfo web app and 
DI Courthouse the customers’ land 
department was able to automate their 
monitoring of leases in their custom Area 
of Interest (AOI), identify lease acquisition 
targets, and conduct title research in 

hours not days. 

Products Used

• DI Plus

• DI Courthouse

How a major E&P company closes deals faster 

and saves money in the Permian.

Case Study

Overview 

With activity and competition in the Permian booming, 

a leading E&P company was looking for a way to gain 

a competitive advantage in securing the best acreage. 

Historically, the 

only way to beat 

competitors 

to land in a 

hot play has 

been through 

dedicating 

months of time, 

outsourcing 

manpower, and 

spending a lot of investment dollars. 

While the promise of the Permian and the recovery of 

commodity prices justified a significant investment, 

the pain from the downturn was still fresh. They knew 

they needed to improve their approach to finding open 

acreage in less time and lower cost. 

The E&P 

company 

partnered with 

Drillinginfo to 

accelerate their 

land acquisition 

strategy and 

conduct title 

research in a 

fraction of the time. The partnership resulted in having 

to hire less contractors and reduce their overhead on 

hotels, mileage and per diem since most of the work 

could be done remotely.

Learn more at drillinginfo.com
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STEP 1: IDENTIFY THE AOI 

Based on hot activity and current production volumes, the customer’s geology team had a  

good sense of the general area they wanted to pursue, but the land department needed a  

method to focus their exploration efforts.  

 

With Drillinginfo:

Using the VirtualScout™ feature in the Drillinginfo web app, the land 

department drew customized AOI polygons and setup daily email alerts 

on relevant activity in their target area in the Permian. By automating the 

process of staying on top of critical activity, the customer could allocate 

resources to higher value tasks -- increasing their ability to evaluate 

more deals per week. 

Without Drillinginfo:

Without Drillinginfo technology, landmen would have to go to the 

courthouse and research current mineral owners and manually plot  

each lease. Once complete, they need to continue running their subject 

names out each month to stay current on leasehold changes. If any 

changes are discovered maps would have to be redone, wasting 

additional time and money. 

STEP 2: UNCOVER LEASE OPPORTUNITIES 

With the AOI defined the E&P’s land team needed to rule out acreage that was already  

burdened with leases and uncover available tracts. 

  

With Drillinginfo:

Using the Drillinginfo web app the customer could easily visualize 

leasehold positions using Drillinginfo lease polygons, LandTrac™ leases, 

and identify any potential opportunities. To add more context around 

the value and availability of potential acreage, the land team overlaid 

producing wells and permits, creating a clear picture of leases that were 

near hot spots and likely available. Intuitive tools such as the ability to 

color leases by expiration date, current assignee, and grantee reduced 

the land teams research time from months to minutes. After targeting 

promising acreage, they could now move over to DI Courthouse for 

further due diligence  

Without Drillinginfo:

Landmen would normally need to travel to and physically scout the 

entire prospect to see if there were any rigs, wells, or pumps. Then 

they would burn even more time to visit a courthouse crowded with 

competitors or visit a state website and perform tedious research to 

verify the production status of the units. Even for the most seasoned and 

efficient landmen, the entire process could take up to six weeks  

to complete.

Learn more at drillinginfo.com
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By monitoring the market, Drillinginfo continuously delivers innovative oil & 
gas solutions that enable our customers to sustain a competitive advantage in 
any environment. 

Drillinginfo customers constantly perform above their competitors because they 
are more efficient and more proactive than the competition.

EFFICIENTPROACTIVE COMPETITIVE

Conclusion 

When leaders at one top producer wanted to expand their firm’s 

presence in the Permian, they found a partner in Drillinginfo and got 

results in hours, not months. 

Drillinginfo provides you with the industry-leading tools you need to 

accelerate your exploration and increase your return on investment. 

Learn how Drillinginfo solutions help you stay ahead of the competition 

by locating open acreage and using resources efficiently.

Learn more at drillinginfo.com
Rev Info

STEP 3: MAKE THE DEAL  

Now that the team was confident in the tracts they wanted, it was time to act quickly. Otherwise, 

finding and contacting the mineral owners could become the costliest step.  

 

With Drillinginfo:

The leasing and mineral appraisal data, and surface parcel layers   

from the Drillinginfo web app provided the customer’s landmen with a 

comprehensive and accurate list of surface and mineral owners within 

seconds. From there, a quick toggle over to DI Courthouse allowed the 

team to perform due diligence, running the title indirectly and directly 

to uncover any mineral severances and current owners. By reducing 

or eliminating trips to the courthouse they saved weeks of time and 

thousands of dollars. 

Without Drillinginfo:

It is common practice to rush multiple field landmen to the courthouse 

to research ownership within an AOI. At a day rate of almost $500 per 

person plus mileage and expenses for a month or more, costs could soar 

into the tens of thousands.

In some cases, mineral ownership can be split between many heirs or 

independent parties. Without Drillinginfo, this land team would have had 

to make multiple trips to the courthouse to run titles back to sovereignty. 

In addition, outside contractors would be needed to track down contact 

information and legal documents for every individual involved before 

negotiations could begin. This process could take months and expose 

their interests to competitive pressure.


